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Costumes Equipment 

Page Item    Total Cost 

01   DRESSING ROOM STATION SHELVING  $5,000.00 
02  DRESSING ROOM STATION COUNTERS  $4,000.00 
03  WASHER & DRYER (2 SETS)  $4,000.00 
04  DRESSING ROOM STATION LIGHTING  $3,600.00 
05  CHAIRS  $3,000.00 
06  SEWING MACHINE  $2,400.00 
07  SANITIZATION/STEAMING CABINET  $2,000.00 
08  WIG DRYER  $2,000.00 
09 ERGONOMIC MATS  $800.00 
10  ROLLING Z RACKS  $600.00 
11  TOOL CABINET W/DRAWERS  $500.00 
12  STEAMERS  $500.00 
13  IRONS  $350.00 
14  BARBER CHAIR  $300.00 
15  HAIR KIT  $300.00 
16  RACK COVERS  $300.00 
17  METAL HANG DRYING RACKS  $250.00 
18  WORKTABLE  $250.00 
19  IRONING BOARDS  $200.00 
20  STORAGE BINS  $200.00 
21  IRON STATION RIGGING TOOLS  $150.00 
22  BACKSTAGE MIRRORS  $150.00 
23  SHOWER CURTAINS  $100.00 
24  HAIR DRYERS  $100.00 
25  LAUNDRY BASKETS  $75.00 

Grand Total: $31,125.00
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DR Station Shelving $5,000.00
Dressing Room Station Shelving for 24 Stations (Estimated) 

24 Stations - Shelving 

Shelving above the lighting. 
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DR Station Counters $4,000.00
Dressing Room Station Counters for 24 Stations (Estimated) 

24 Station Counters 
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WASHER & DRYER $4,000.00
Samsung Front Loaders  2 Sets 

Samsung Front Load Washer 

Samsung Front Load Dryer 

To be shared with Costume Shop. 
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DR Station Lighting $3,600.00
Dressing Room Station Lighting for 24 Stations (Estimated) 

24 Stations - Lighting 
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CHAIRS $3,000.00
Boss Poly Stackable Chrome Chair, Black/Silver  Need 50 

Boss Poly Stackable Chrome Chair, 
Black/Silver 

Having a reliable poly chair in your workspace allows you to add extra seating when 
you need it. This Boss stackable chrome chair makes it easy to create space when 
your meeting is over. Simply stack the chairs on top of 1 another for compact storage. 
There's an integrated opening in the sculpted seatback. 

• Polypropylene seat and back.
• Integrated opening in the sculpted seat back.
• Solid chrome frame.
• Stack up to 16 chairs high (sold separately).
• Saves time — no assembly necessary.
• Poly chair with a black seat and a silver frame.
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SEWING MACHINE $2,400.00
Bernina 435 

Bernina 435 

• Easy-to-use 4.3" color touch screen
• Jumbo Bobbin with 70% more thread
• Adjustable presser foot pressure
• Needle threading with ease
• Perfect size for small spaces
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SANITIZATION $2,000.00
Samsung Clothes Sanitization/Steaming Cabinet 

Samsung AirDresser with Steam Refresh & Sanitize Cycle 

Samsung's new AirDresser combines powerful steam and air to relax light wrinkles and 
remove 99% of common bacteria, dust mites and odors from your clothing. 
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WIG DRYER $2,000.00
Guardian Standard 9 Wig Dryer 

Guardian Standard 9 Wig Dryer 

Dries up to 9 wigs at once to make sure they're ready when you need them. 
Helps defeat water damage of all types. The Super 9 has 2 adjustable shelves. Spaced 
evenly, there’s approx. 10 – 11 inches between them. There are multiple notches that 
you can adjust the shelves on. 
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ERGONOMIC MATS $800.00
U-LINE Long life anti-fatigue matting  Quantity TBD 

U-Line Marble Mats,
Firm Cushioning

Long life anti-fatigue matting. Easy to sweep, clean and maintain. 
Durable mat includes a marbleized rubber tile surface and sponge base. 
Beveled edges for increased safety. 
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ROLLING RACKS $600.00
U-LINE Heavy Duty Rolling Z-Rack

U-LINE Heavy Duty Rolling Z-Rack

• Super heavy-duty frame with 500 lb. weight capacity.
• Recommended for bulky garments and winter wear.
• Nests to save storage space.
• Excellent for restocking sales floors.
• Large, 4" swivel casters, 2 locking.
• Clear Vinyl and Blue Nylon Clothes Rack Covers sold separately.
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Tool Cabinet $500.00
Basic Maintenance Tool Cabinet 

Basic Maintenance Tool Cabinet 
Tennsco 30 Drawer Organizer, 
Legal Size 

Custom build an office storage, literature or document center that's built to last for 
years of reliable service. This heavy gauge all welded office furniture provides closed 
drawer storage so you can custom build the office storage system you need. These 30 
Drawer Cabinets have large easy-glide drawers with stops that prevent accidental 
spills and drawer pulls with convenient label areas that make this an ideal office 
storage solution. Also ideal for tools and parts storage. Can be stacked vertically or 
ganged side-by-side in combinations with our Literature Organizer. Shipped 
assembled. All Tennsco products are Proudly Made in the USA. 
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STEAMERS $500.00
Jiffy Steamers  Need 2 

Jiffy Steamers 

Quickly and efficiently remove wrinkles from most fabrics with this personal clothing 
steamer--great for home or light commercial use. 

This classic personal clothing steamer quickly removes wrinkles from most fabrics and 
is ready to steam in just one minute. Works perfectly for home or light commercial use. 
Available with either the traditional head or with a special metal head for longer life and 
better steam distribution. 
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IRONS  $350.00
Pacific Steam Steam/Electric Gravity-Fed Iron  Need 2 

Pacific Steam Steam/Electric Gravity-Fed Iron 

This Pacific Steam PSI-5E steam electric iron comes with a gravity-fed water bottle, 
silicone hose, spring for silicone hose, resin and iron rest. Uses standard electrical 
outlet and tap water. Weight of 4.75 pounds. 
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BARBER CHAIR $300.00
Hydraulic Recliner Barber Chair 

Hydraulic Recliner Barber Chair 

Upgraded Version with 20% wider and thicker padded cushion for extra comfort. 
Ergonomic Design: High density foam cushioning designed to fit the natural contours of 
the human body for ideal snug support to the lower back, torso, and neck. Chair length 
upholstered in premium quality textured satin finish PU Leather that is waterproof, 
stain-resistant, and easy to clean. 
Highly Durable Structure: Manufactured with a heavy-duty steel frame and hydraulic 
pump, rubber reinforced chrome round base, and cushioned arm rests, this chair will 
last you for years to come. 
Reclining & Rotation: Reclines at 160-degree angle and rotates at a full 360 degrees 
so you can have precisely position clients. Built-in locking system allows you to lock 
the chair into multiple reclining positions with a gas-piston release mechanism. 
Adjustable Headrest: Adjust the attached headrest to accommodate a variety of 
heights, or remove it completely when not needed. 
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HAIR KIT $300.00
Hair Kit 

The hair kits include a variety of brushes, combs, curlers, pins, and more to style hair. 
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RACK COVERS $300.00
Rack Covers   Need 12 

Rack Covers 

Made in scene shop, fabric needed. 
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HANG DRYING RACKS    $250.00
Metal Wall Mount Accordion Air Drying Rack  Quantity TBD 

mDesign Metal Wall Mount 
Accordion Expandable 
Retractable Clothes Air Drying 
Rack 

EFFICIENT DRYING OPTIONS: Saves on energy by offering an air-drying option for wet clothes and 
towels; The 8 bars are staggered to allow for optimal airflow on the 18 feet of drying space; Mount two 
units side by side to create a larger drying space; Avoid shrinking and wrinkling that machine drying can 
cause; Wide rungs provide you with endless drying options in one, compact laundry drying unit; Hang 
underwear, tights, leggings, hosiery, pajamas and more 
COMPACT: The expanding and retractable design of the drying rack allows you to put it practically any 
place where space is limited like a laundry room, bedroom, bathroom; It retracts for compact, discreet 
storage, and it's ready to use any time; Mounts easily to walls - try using this outside the home for air-
drying clothes on a balcony or in a back yard; Mount it near a pool to hang and dry beach towels or wet 
bathing suits 
GREAT FOR SMALL SPACES: This space-saving drying rack provides space to air dry clothing, 
towels, delicates, lingerie, sports bras, yoga pants, athletic gear and more without taking up any floor 
space; Easily mounts on a flat wall surface with the included hardware; Use in laundry rooms, utility 
rooms, kitchens, bathrooms, garages or on balconies; A great laundry drying system for small-space 
living in college dorm rooms, apartments, condos, RVs and campers 
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION: Made of sturdy steel wire with a durable rust-resistant finish; Mounting 
hardware included; Easy Care - Wipe clean with a damp cloth 
THOUGHTFULLY SIZED: Measures 15.3" x 23.5" x 4.75" high when fully extended, Provides 18' of 
drying space 
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WORKTABLE $250.00
Worktable 4 x 8 

Worktable 

Made in scene shop, covered in homasote and canvas, then painted. Need supplies. 
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IRONING BOARDS $200.00
Polder Deluxe Ironing Station w/Iron Rest  Need 2 

Polder Deluxe Ironing Station w/Iron Rest 

Featuring a wider ironing surface than the classic size board tops, this Ironing Board 
stands on a solid, t-leg frame for stable use. All-natural, cotton cover and thick pad 
provides a smooth and even ironing surface. Irons safely sit on the integrated rest 
without taking up precious ironing board surface. Its wider size allows for more ironing 
options comfortably from t-shirts to curtains. The steel mesh, vented top allows for 
optimal steam flow. Height adjustable to 38 inches for comfortably ironing at hip height. 
Non-skid feet. 
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STORAGE BINS $200.00
Sterilite 56qt Clear Storage Box White Lid  Quantity TBD 

Sterilite 56qt Clear 
Storage Box White Lid 

Get organized with the Sterilite Clear Storage Box line! The Sterilite 56 Quart Storage 
Box is ideal for a variety of basic household storage needs, helping to keep your living 
spaces neat. The clear base allows contents to be easily identified at a glance, while 
the opaque lid snaps firmly onto the base to keep contents contained and secure. 
Stack same size containers on top of each other for efficient use of vertical storage 
space. This storage box is ideal for sorting and storing blankets, towels, seasonal 
clothing, and games. The 28 Qt and 56 Qt Storage Boxes use the same lid, allowing 
both the shallow and deep sizes to be stacked in the same footprint. The overall 
assembled dimensions of this item are 23" L x 16 1/4" W x 12 3/8" H. 
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Iron Station $150.00
Iron Station Rigging Supplies 

Iron Station Rigging Supplies 

Supplies needed. 
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BACKSTAGE MIRRORS $150.00
Backstage Mirrors 

Backstage Mirrors 

These are made in the scene shop. Need supplies. 
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SHOWER CURTAINS $100.00
Shower Curtains  Need 4 

Shower Curtains 

Need description. 
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HAIR DRYERS  $100.00
Revlon 1875W Infrared Heat Hair Dryer  Need 3 

Revlon 1875 W Infrared Heat Hair Dryer 
for Fast Drying and Elevated Shine 

• Wattage of this appliance may vary depending on the location of use
• Infrared heat technology for maximum shine, softness, and control
• Tourmaline ionic technology reduces frizz and enhances shine
• 2 Heat / 2 speed settings and cool shot button for maximum control
• Concentrator and diffuser attachments included, and Bonus 3 Hair sectioning

clips included
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LAUNDRY BASKETS $75.00
Sterilite Square Laundry Basket, Pack of 6 

Sterilite Square Laundry Basket, 
Pack of 6 

The 1.5 Bushel Ultra Square Laundry Basket features a square design that occupies 
less floor space. The basket offers durable construction and 4 comfortable handles 
with a grip that make it easy to carry from any angle, making transporting clothes to the 
laundry room easy. The smooth plastic interior is snag proof and easy to clean and 
offers a reinforced rim that will hold up under regular day-to-day use. The hole pattern 
provides ventilation for the clothes inside and helps eliminate excessive odors. This 
Laundry Basket is perfect for sorting a full household of clothing, towels, or sheets  
and for transporting laundry between rooms, collecting dirty clothes or storing clean  
folded laundry. 
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